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Summary:

AGL Resources Inc.

Credit Rating: A-/Watch Neg/A-2

Rationale

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services' ratings on AGL Resources Inc. reflect the company's excellent business risk

profile and significant financial risk profile. AGL plans to acquire Nicor Inc. for roughly $3.1 billion. The

acquisition is subject to regulatory approval and is unlikely to close until late 2011 at the earliest. We consider the

new company's business profile as excellent and view the pending Nicor acquisition to be neutral relative to our

current evaluation of AGL's business profile. Regulated gas utilities will contribute about two-thirds of the new

AGL's EBIT. Even when commodity prices are volatile and economic growth is weak, we expect gas utilities to

generate stable funds from operations (FFO) because of supportive regulation and a lack of competition. The new

AGL will be the largest stand-alone gas utility that we rate, with about 4.4 million customers in Illinois (about 49%

of AGL customers), Georgia (34%), New Jersey (6%), Virginia (6%), Florida (1%), and Tennessee (less than 1%).

Nicor Gas's existing suburban Illinois footprint will now represent AGL's single largest geographic area. We

generally regard Illinois to be a challenging regulatory environment for utilities. However, Nicor has generally

enjoyed satisfactory regulatory relations, as evidenced by its 10.2% authorized return on equity, favorable

weather-normalization and cost-recovery mechanisms, and a bad debt tracker. We also look favorably upon Nicor's

relatively low rates, good cost structure, and diverse supply portfolio.

Currently, Georgia represents AGL's largest operating area. Since the natural gas market is deregulated in the state,

Atlanta Gas is only responsible for the distribution of natural gas while independent marketers sell the gas directly

to customers. The Georgia Public Service Commission recently approved a $27 million rate increase for Atlanta Gas,

roughly one-half of the amount that the utility requested and represents the first approved rate increase since 1993.

AGL also benefits from a straight-fixed-variable-rate design structure in Georgia that minimizes weather-based

revenue fluctuations. In AGL's operation in other states, as in Illinois, the utilities sell natural gas directly to

end-users but benefit from purchased gas-adjustment mechanisms that allow the company to pass along the changes

in natural gas prices to customers. Across all six states, AGL's utilities have authorized returns on equity in the 10%

to 11% range.

The new company's nonregulated business will contribute about one-third of overall EBIT. In our view, AGL and

Nicor's nonregulated businesses have inherently high cash-flow volatility. This volatility will weigh on the new

entity's business profile to some extent, although our overall assessment remains excellent. In our view, Nicor's

Tropical Shipping operating subsidiary and AGL's Sequent Energy Management L.P. subsidiary, a wholesale trading

and marketing operation, entail the greatest risk. The other businesses consist of retail marketing and natural gas

storage.

Tropical Shipping has generally performed well over the years but financial performance is highly sensitive to

economic conditions. In particular, the subsidiary will tend to underperform when tourism declines in the

Caribbean, its operating area. Tropical operates in a competitive landscape and must spend capital to upgrade its

vessels and equipment.
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Sequent does not take outright price risk, but pursues several trading strategies to capitalize on natural-gas price

dislocations, geographic basis differentials, and the slope of the futures curve. It also enters into storage assets and

aggregates natural-gas supply for smaller producers. Sequent tends to perform best during volatile market conditions

and generates less cash flow amid more stable, low natural–gas prices, as prices are in the current environment.

Sequent relies heavily on derivative contracts to offset its physical positions. The business requires good risk

management controls and active liquidity monitoring.

Cash flows in AGL's and Nicor's retail marketing business are steadier, but the companies face stiff competition that

weighs on profitability. AGL's SouthStar operation is large, serving more than 550,000 customers, with roughly a

one-third market share in Georgia. The customer count has decreased from nearly 650,000 in 2008 because of other

companies' aggressive marketing campaigns.

In terms of natural gas storage, AGL operates Jefferson Island, a 7.5 billion cubic feet (bcf) storage facility in

Louisiana that the company hopes to expand, subject to obtaining the necessary permits. It is also building a 12 bcf

storage facility, Golden Triangle, in southern Texas. Meanwhile, Nicor is developing its 10 bcf Central Valley

Storage project near Sacramento, Calif. In our view, natural-gas storage operations entail risk related to potential

cost overruns during construction and the need to renew storage contracts at lower rates. We are currently seeing

several natural-gas operators roll over existing contracts at lower rates because of lower seasonal spreads and less

price volatility.

We believe the new company's financial profile will likely be on the border of significant and aggressive. Although

the company will fund the transaction with roughly 60% equity, we expect pro forma credit metrics will likely dip.

At AGL, we had previously expected FFO to debt in the 19% to 20% range and FFO to interest of about 5x,

assuming only modest cash flow contributions from Sequent. In our opinion, the new company's FFO to debt will

likely be in the 16.5% to 17.5% range in the first year. Depending on the extent of synergies realized, the

nonregulated businesses' performance, and the use of discretionary cash flow we could see this ratio in the 17% to

20% range in the second year. In terms of debt to capital, we see this ratio initially at about 58%, then dropping to

56% to 57%.

AGL has about $2.7 billion of balance sheet debt as of Dec. 31, 2010. At the holding company, there is about $2.3

billion of debt, consisting primarily of senior unsecured notes and commercial paper. The other debt consists of

roughly $200 million in medium-term notes at Atlanta Gas Light and another $200 million of gas facility revenue

bonds. Pro forma for the pending acquisition, we expect balance-sheet debt to increase to $4.7 billion. In our

adjusted ratios, we also consider operating leases and underfunded postretirement obligations as debt, but reduce

short-term debt for the value of natural-gas inventories held at the utilities. We also believe there is risk associated

with the Illinois Commerce Commission's (ICC) review of Nicor Gas's performance-based rate plan for 1999-2002.

Various intervening parties have submitted testimony to the ICC requesting refunds of up to $286 million. We have

not incorporated any payments explicitly into our forecasts.

We expect the ratings on the holding company debt will continue to be one notch below the corporate credit rating

because of structural subordination. While there is only about $900 million in priority debt compared with more

than $13 billion in assets, the operating companies have substantial accruals that will likely cause priority debt as a

percentage of total assets to exceed 20%.
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Liquidity

On a stand-alone basis, AGL's liquidity is adequate, with expected cash sources exceeding uses by roughly 1.5x

during the next 12 months. Pro forma for the recent notes offering and bond maturity ($300 million in January

2011) as of Dec. 31, 2010, liquidity sources primarily consist of more than $350 million of revolver credit

availability and expected FFO in the $500 million area. The company's $1 billion revolver matures in September

2013 and has a maximum debt to capital test of 70%. As of Dec. 31, 2010, the company was comfortably within

compliance at 58%. Cash uses consist primarily of capital spending, which has been in the $400 million to $500

million range in recent years, and dividends of about $130 million.

AGL also has significant working capital requirements related to natural gas inventory purchases. These working

capital changes have been in the $200 million to $300 million area in recent years, peaking in the winter. Hence, the

peak working capital needs are already captured in the year-end debt levels. Finally, the company must occasionally

post cash collateral related to its derivative contracts, although these amounts have historically not been large.

In terms of the proposed acquisition, AGL has entered into a committed $1.05 billion 364-day bridge facility to

fund the cash portion of the purchase. We would expect the company to issue long-term debt either shortly before

or after the expected close date, and enter into a larger revolving credit facility because of the new company's higher

working capital fluctuations.

CreditWatch

Regulatory approvals related to proposed utility acquisitions can take significant time. Reviews of utility

acquisitions in recent years have often taken 9 to 15 months. In this case, the ICC represents the key regulatory

hurdle. We expect the CreditWatch listings on AGL and Nicor could stay in place until late 2011 or early 2012.
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